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 9 e phenomenological approach to delusions focuses on delusion as a  phenomenon , on its 
subjective or lived dimension. 9 e phenomenologist is interested, : rst and foremost, in 
understanding  what it is like  to have a delusion, or, more accurately, in understanding the 
 variety  of ways in which one might experience delusions and the delusional world. 

 9 e term “phenomenology” derives from the Greek  phainomenon , which means “that 
which shows itself in itself, the manifest” (“ das O! enbare ”) and also from  logos , which 
means to “let something be seen” but also “to bind together” or “gather up” (Heidegger 
1996, pp. 24–25; Moran 2000, p. 229). 9 e aim of phenomenological psychopathology is, 
one might say, to render manifest the manifest. It is to reveal to us (to the psychologist, psy-
chiatrist, philosopher, etc.) how things appear to the subject or patient; and to do so in a way 
that clari: es, to the extent possible, the (sometimes paradoxical) coherence of the patient’s 
world and life by showing the interdependence of di; erent aspects and phases of her expe-
rience and expression. Phenomenology has o< en been characterized as “ merely  descrip-
tive,” but that is not truly the case: it o; ers something like “explanation” in several senses of 
that ambiguous term. 9 rough clarifying the nature of the manifest, phenomenology seeks 
to reveal two things: (1) the  complementarity  of di; erent aspects of the patient’s experience 
and expression (this means showing implicatory relationships of a synchronic kind—the 
task of “static phenomenology”) and (2) the temporal interdependence of distinct phases 
or stages in the  development  of the patient’s lived world (here we are concerned with rela-
tionships of a diachronic kind, with understanding the intelligible unfolding of forms or 
structures of experiences out of earlier forms or structures—the task of “genetic phenom-
enology”; Sass 2010). 
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 A second feature of the phenomenological approach is its speci3 c emphasis on the  mode , 
 manner , or  form  of the experience in question rather than its content (Jaspers 1963, p. 93). 
4 e phenomenologist puts less emphasis on  what  is experienced or asserted by the delu-
sional patient (or on whether his beliefs are accurate or not) than on  how  he seems to expe-
rience his delusional world or what  sorts  of reality or existence he might be ascribing to it. 
Martin Heidegger (1996) referred to the latter dimension of existence as “ontological,” and 
noted the tendency of thinkers to ignore or misconstrue this more formal or encompassing 
dimension in favor of more object-like entities or object-oriented (what he called “ontic”) 
modes of understanding. 

 For the phenomenologist, delusion is typically understood not as an individual belief that 
might, for example, be captured in the notion of an abnormal “framework  proposition ” (as 
recently discussed in analytic philosophy; Campbell 2001), but as a mutation of the  ontologi-
cal framework  of experience itself. 4 e “ontological” aspect could include a variety of aspects 
of the overall structure or feel of the lived-world in general, but can also refer, more spe-
ci3 cally, to what might be called the reality-status—the quality of actuality or lack thereof 
(whether things seem real or unreal) that characterizes the mode of experience in question. 
4 e phenomenological approach acknowledges that the forms of human experience and 
understanding may not only be  diverse , but that they will sometimes involve  radical alter-
ations in the most basic structure  of experience—including time, space, causality, and the 
basic forms of self-experience or self-identity (Bovet and Parnas 1993; Parnas and Sass 2001; 
R ü mke 1950; Sass 1992a). 

 A third feature of the phenomenological approach is its acute appreciation of the  poten-
tial heterogeneity  of delusional experience, that is, of the potential  variety  of orientations a 
“deluded” patient might have, or attitudes he might adopt, toward or within his delusional 
world. 4 e very term “delusion” is highly ambiguous. As we shall see, some authors have 
associated delusion, at least in its primary, basic, or supposedly “true” form, with schizo-
phrenia alone;  1   but the contemporary semantic consensus is for a broader usage that would 
also include forms of pathological belief or quasi-belief in manic, depressive, paranoid, and 
organic disorders. Certain related terms, such as “delusion-like ideas” or “overvalued ideas,” 
are also ambiguous, without consensus on their proper usage. (4 ese terms are used to refer 
to unusual beliefs or quasi-beliefs that are supposedly more understandable in light of the 
patient’s history, emotional state, etc. (Walker 1991).) 

 Intimately connected with phenomenology’s emphasis on subjectivity, form, and variety 
is a fourth trend. 4 is involves questioning the assumption that a delusion is, in essence, 
a “false belief ” based on  poor or faulty  “ reality testing. ” 4 e latter is inherent in standard 
conceptualizations, whose current, canonical formulation is the  Diagnostic and Statistical 
Manual of Mental Disorders  (DSM)-IV-TR (American Psychiatric Association 2000, p. 821) 
de3 nition of delusion as “a false personal belief based on incorrect inference about exter-
nal reality and 3 rmly sustained in spite of what almost everyone else believes and in spite 
of what constitutes incontrovertible proof or evidence to the contrary.” All who have sub-
jected this de3 nition to close scrutiny (e.g., Munro 2000; Spitzer 1990) have found it utterly 

  5     Binswanger believed that the problem of schizophrenia reached its culmination in the problem of 
delusion. Schneider said that schizophrenia was the delusional illness in the strict sense of the term (Ey 
5667, p. 89:).  
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inadequate and even misleading, though few have suggested alternative formulations. Some 
patients with pure paranoid psychosis or a4 ective psychoses may 5 t this homogenizing de5 -
nition fairly well. It is o6 en noted, however, that deluded patients with schizophrenia some-
times do not  act  as if their delusions were or implied normal truth claims. Eugen Bleuler 
(1911/1950, p. 378), coiner of the term “schizophrenia,” spoke here of “double bookkeeping” 
or “double recognition,” giving the example of a patient who insisted that his psychiatrist 
had been misdirecting his mail but then would ask the psychiatrist to be so kind as to post 
his next letter. Some phenomenologists have tried to distinguish between the more “ontic” 
or “empirical” delusions that seem to involve something like mundane truth claims, and that 
may not involve major transformations in the horizons or background of experience; versus 
the ontological or autistic/solipsistic ones that operate in another realm, and that may not 
correspond to usual conceptions of “beliefs” at all (Parnas 2004; Sass 1992a). 

 A 5 6 h and 5 nal feature of the phenomenological approach is an appreciation of the  inher-
ent di!  culty of describing or conceptualizing delusion , especially in schizophrenia. 7 e nor-
mal use of standard language assumes the usual horizons of experience, which provide a 
semantic background for our comprehension. It follows that experiences involving altera-
tion of the fundamental frameworks of experience can be di8  cult to describe—whether for 
patient, therapist, or phenomenological theorist. One patient felt defeated in her attempt 
to describe what her past delusions were like: “I can resort to bizarre metaphors, but I can’t 
even in the grossest, roughest way communicate that state of mind” (Aviv 2010, p. 46). 

 7 e 5 rst phenomenological psychopathologist, Karl Jaspers, believed that the de5 ning 
feature of schizophrenia and of “true” delusion (which for him meant schizophrenic), was 
in fact its incomprehensibility, an utter recalcitrance to psychological comprehension or 
empathic understanding on the part of normal individuals (Walker 1991). 7 is placed the 
essence of schizophrenic delusion beyond the purview of phenomenological investigation. 
Most subsequent phenomenologists have rejected this extreme position. 7 ey do however 
emphasize the bizarre nature of this condition, which seems to deviate from normalcy in 
radical fashion. Accordingly, phenomenologists are generally suspicious of any account 
that downplays the discordant or alien qualities of schizophrenic delusion. 7 ey also tend 
to assume that discussing such phenomena may demand some creativity in the use of lan-
guage, and some tolerance (even appreciation) of modes of description that can seem aber-
rant or even paradoxical in nature. 

 Some analytic philosophers writing on delusion have focused on one or another way of 
de5 ning the word “belief.” Some insist, for example, that since the patient may not act on his 
delusion, he must merely  believe  that he  believes  (when in fact he is only “imagining” his psy-
chiatrist’s malevolent tendencies; e.g., Currie 2000). Other analytic philosophers (Bortolotti 
2009, p. 175) reply that such patients  do  in fact “believe,” noting that we speak of normal 
individuals as “believing” even when they fail to act on their beliefs (e.g., I may believe in 
the recycling of garbage, but fail to carry it out in my actual daily life). From a phenomeno-
logical standpoint there can seem something idle or academic about these debates: the more 
interesting questions concern not semantics or conceptual analysis but the nature of the 
subjective attitudes or orientations that underlie and, presumably, explain these anomalous 
modes of experience and action (Sass 2004a). 

 In the pages to follow, we o4 er an introduction to the phenomenological approach to 
delusion in which these points will be illustrated. Since schizophrenia has received by far the 
greatest amount of attention within phenomenology, we will focus on this condition, with 
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only a few words about other disorders. Although the neurobiological correlates of delu-
sional experience is obviously a topic of great interest, it lies beyond the scope of the present 
article.  2   

 We will discuss three overlapping themes that have been central in phenomenological dis-
cussion of this condition or set of conditions: (1) the famous “delusional mood”; (2) altered 
ipseity or self-experience and its role in delusion formation (“ ipseity ” is synonymous with 
minimal self, core self, or the  cogito , referring to the basic, pre-re4 ective sense of existing 
as a uni5 ed and vital  subject  of experience); and (3) the ontological or reality-status of the 
schizophrenic delusional mood, including double bookkeeping and related phenomena. We 
begin, however, with a few words on Jaspers’ decisive formulation of the notion of delusion. 
It is his synthesis that crystallized previous notions and set the agenda for subsequent work.  

  J!"#$%" &' D$()"*&' 

 As already noted, Jaspers (1963) considered “true” delusion to be speci5 c to schizophrenia. 
He o6 ered the following account:

  7 e term delusion is vaguely applied to all false judgments that share the following external 
characteristics to a marked, though unde5 ned, degree: they are held with an  extraordinary 
conviction , with an incomparable,  subjective certainty ; there is an  imperviousness  to other 
experiences and to compelling counter-argument; their content is  impossible . (p. 89–8:)   

 Jaspers did not, however, think that these features went to the heart of the matter. 7 e 
characteristic conviction, certainty, imperviousness, and impossibility were “symptoms” or 
associated features (“external characteristics”) rather that true “criteria” of delusion—or, at 
least of what he considered the  true  delusion of the schizophrenic sort. To investigate delu-
sion, says Jaspers (1963, p. 96), it is necessary to learn about “the primary experience trace-
able to the illness,” of which the incorrect judgment is merely a secondary product. For it 
is the particular  form  of true or “primary” delusion that largely distinguishes it from other 
types of belief or quasi-belief—which he lists as “normal belief,” the “overvalued idea,” and 
the “delusion-like idea.” In contrast with these, primary delusion is a direct and unmediated 
experience that, he says, is  un -understandable in light of previous experiences or beliefs. 
Perhaps most importantly, it entails what Jaspers (1963, p. 97) calls “a change in the totality 
of understandable connections,” a change in the entire organizing personality or mode of 
consciousness of the patient. 

 Jaspers’ account of “primary” or “true delusion” has a somewhat paradoxical air: he 
claims, at the same time, that we must discern a distinctly anomalous mode of experi-
ence (the “primary experience traceable to the illness”)  and  recognize that the experience 
in question is, in some crucial sense,  un -understandable to normal or non-schizophrenic 
individuals. Jaspers’ very ability to identify and describe these decisive transformations 

  ;     See Gerrans (in press) for a sophisticated overview and critique of current cognitive-neuroscienti5 c 
research on delusion. Gerrans sees his emphasis on the heightening or dominance of the “default system” 
as congruent with the emphasis in Sass (<88=) on schizophrenic delusion as involving withdrawal from 
normal, world-oriented forms of belief.  
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(his description of delusional mood is particularly vivid and evocative) might make 
one question the sharpness of this distinction between the comprehensible (e.g., mere 
delusion-like ideas) and the incomprehensible (the “true” delusions of schizophrenia), 
with which we supposedly are unable to empathize.  3   3 is, at least, would seem the implicit 
assumption of most subsequent writers in phenomenological psychopathology. Some of the 
latter have, in fact, o4 ered phenomenological accounts of the two types of global change 
that Jaspers considered most incomprehensible: namely, delusional mood and disturbance 
of the core self, ipseity, or “cogito.” 

 We turn now to these two experiential transformations, a5 er which we will re6 ect further 
on their contribution to delusion formation.  

  D!"#$%&'(" M&&) 

 3 e period before the crystallization of a delusional belief is a well-recognized clinical phe-
nomenon that has been called, variously, the delusional mood ( Wahnstimmung ), delusional 
atmosphere, or pre-delusional state. Occurring most notably in schizophrenia, this psycho-
logical state is typically characterized by feelings of strangeness and tension and a sense of 
tantalizing yet ine4 able meaning. “3 e environment,” writes Jaspers (1963, p. 98), “is some-
how di4 erent—not to a gross degree—perception is unaltered in itself but there is some 
change which envelops everything with a subtle, pervasive and strangely uncertain light.” 
Scenes or even objects may seem to have lost their usual qualities of coherence or usefulness; 
things may stand forth as strange, surreal, or suggestive entities. 3 ese feelings of uncanny 
and ine4 able change in one’s surroundings are coupled with a kind of unbearable tension 
and confusion sometimes combined with exaltation (Fuentenebro and Berrios 1995, p. 
253). In this state, “Every detail and event takes on an excruciating distinctness, specialness, 
and peculiarity—some de7 nite meaning that always lies just out of reach, however, where it 
eludes all attempts to grasp or specify it” (Sass 1992b, p. 52). “Something is happening, but I 
don’t know what it is,” the patient will say (Conrad 1958/1997, p. 102; Jaspers 1963, p. 98). 

 Both Jaspers and Schneider suggest that delusions and delusional perceptions o5 en arise 
out of this mood or mindset, as attempts to make sense of the confusion and the feelings of 
unidenti7 ed signi7 cance (Jaspers 1963, p. 98). Typically these ideas have a delusional qual-
ity, but they serve to make a certain sense out of the perceptual alterations. (See Box 39.1.)     

 Two later psychiatrists, Paul Matussek and Klaus Conrad, brought phenomenology 
together with Gestalt psychology, thereby combining the method of empathy with an analy-
sis of “psychological structure.” Matussek (1987, p. 90) described the pre-delusional transfor-
mation as involving a “loosening of the natural perceptual context” that allows “individual 
perceptual components” to 6 oat free of any standard anchoring in common-sense unities or 
scenes; this, in turn, opens the way to attributions of exaggerated or peculiar signi7 cance, 
or to the bringing together of isolated elements into relationships of delusional signi7 cance 
that may be kaleidoscopic but can also become rigidi7 ed. For the patient R., “A dog, a horse, 
and an old lady were no longer just objects among many others within a certain natural 

  8     Even the possibility of  description  might be taken to imply a certain coherence and 
understandability. Such would be the implication of the Davidsonian and Wittgensteinian positions.  
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perceptual context, but specially accentuated elements against a more or less meaningless 
background” (Matussek 1987, p. 90). Li4 ed out of context they “acquire a certain ‘weight-
ing’  . . .  [and] become as it were, ‘framed’” (pp. 90, 95). 

 Matussek describes this mindset as a distinctive combination of passivity with activity. 
5 e patient experiences a 6 xed gaze or general rigidity of perception that can be di7  cult 
to interrupt; indeed he may feel “held captive” by the object. Yet he also has an exaggerated 
capacity or ability to  focus  his attention, and may indeed take “pleasure” in doing so. 5 is 
rigid perception ( Wahrnehmungstarre ) may be  elicited  by the isolated object in the decon-
textualized perceptual 6 eld, but the staring also plays a role in  transforming  the perceptual 
6 eld: “the perception of an object can change purely as a result of prolonged gazing”—from 
a staring that it is di7  cult for normal individuals to sustain (p. 94). One patient stared at 
a swinging cord of a light-switch so intently that, a4 er a time, he came to feel that not the 
cord but the wall and background were moving back and forth; and this lead, in turn, to the 
thought that the world was coming to an end (p. 93). (See also Boxes 39.2 and 39.3 .)       

 In  Die Beginnende Schizophrenie  (1958/1997), the German psychiatrist Klaus Conrad 
describes several stages in the development of delusion, each involving a global alteration in 

 Box 39.1   Vignette 1 

 A patient noticed the waiter in the co8 ee-house; he skipped past him so quickly and uncannily. 
He noticed odd behavior in an acquaintance which made him feel strange; everything in the street 
was so di8 erent, something was bound to be happening. A passer-by gave such a penetrating 
glance, he could be a detective. 5 en there was a dog who seemed hypnotized, a kind of mechani-
cal dog made of rubber  . . .  Something must be going on; the world is changing, a new era is 
starting. Lights are bewitched and will not burn; something is behind it. A child is like a monkey; 
people are mixed up, they are imposters all, they all look unnatural. 5 e house-signs are crooked, 
the streets look suspicious; everything happens so quickly. 5 e dog scratches oddly at the door. 
“I noticed particularly,” is the constant remark these patients make, though they cannot say why 
they take such particular note of things nor what it is they suspect. First they want to get it clear 
to themselves. 

 (Jaspers 9:;<,  General Psychopathology , p. 9==) 

 Box 39.2   Vignette 2 

 Day is breaking. 5 is is the hour of the enigma. . . .  One bright winter a4 ernoon I found myself in 
the courtyard of the palace at Versailles. Everything looked at me with a strange and questioning 
glance. I saw then that every angle of the palace, every column, every window had a soul that was 
an enigma. I had a presentiment that this was the way it must be, that it could not be di8 erent. An 
invisible link ties things together, and at that moment it seemed to me that I had already seen this 
palace, or that this palace had once, somewhere, already existed. Why are these round windows an 
enigma?  . . .  5 ey have a strange expression. 

 (Giorgio de Chirico, the proto-surrealist artist (and a person with strikingly schizotypal or schizoid 
features), describes a state of mind that seems to involve the “delusional mood.” In Jean, M. (Ed.) (9:>=), 
 ! e Autobiography of Surrealism , pp. >–:; discussed in Sass 9::?b,  Madness and Modernism , chapter ?) 
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the structure of experience. 4 e 5 rst of these he terms the  trema —a term of theatrical jargon 
that refers to the stage-fright before the play begins. 4 ere is a sense that something is in the 
o6  ng. Most commonly the patient feels a sense of threat and associated anxiety, depression, 
inhibition, and indecisiveness (Conrad 1958/1997, pp. 93, 105–106), but there may also be 
anticipatory excitement, exaltation, manic-like euphoria, or ecstasy. Despite some di6  cul-
ties with concentration, there is no clouding of consciousness but rather a hyper-vigilance 
and sense of being hyper-awake and hyper-aware (pp. 230, 249). 4 e patient attributes 
these changes to the external world and searches for clues to render the new unpredictable 
changes more comprehensible. What follows is the  apophany , during which the delusion 
takes form. “ Apophany ” comes from a Greek word meaning “to become visible or apparent,” 
and is meant to emphasize the feeling of revelation that is central to this second phase. 

 In the  apophany  the patient shi7 s from a general sense of change and unease into feel-
ings of revelation or recognition that may involve various degrees of clarity or certainty. 
Typically the patient experiences the world as somehow false, inauthentic, or insinuating, 
and as referring somehow to himself: “I have the feeling that everything turns around me” 
(p. 161). Conrad uses the term  anastrophe  (literally: a turning-back or turning-inward), 
to capture this self-referential or self-observing quality—a form of “hyper-re8 exivity” 
(Sass 1992b) that he considered “extraordinarily important” (Conrad 1958/1997, p. 165). 
4 ere is an intimate complementarity between  apophany  and  anastrophe , which are two 
sides of the same coin. Changes in the perceived environment (e.g., the sense of things 
being false or planned) elicit re8 ection and inhibit spontaneous engaged activity; yet these 
changes themselves can only occur in the presence of a re8 exive or self-conscious turning 
inward toward the self (pp. 165–166), of a veritable “spasm of re8 exion” that accompanies 
all  apophany  and persists throughout the delusional period (pp. 167, 199). Conrad notes 
as well that the patient, unlike the normal individual, seems unable to engage in the per-
sonal “Copernican Revolution” that would relativize her self-consciousness: she is unable 
to stand  outside  her own self-consciousness and recognize the egocentric distortion it can 
impose. 

 4 e delusional mood seems fraught with apparent contradiction: the patient is 
hyper-self-conscious yet also  lacking  in self-consciousness—or, at least, in the type that 
might release him  from  his self-consciousness. 4 e patient is the center of the world and 
everything relates to him, yet he is no longer the meaning-giving center of his universe in 
the sense that objects have lost their pragmatic, user-relative status as tools or objects of 
his goals and desires. 4 e patient is a victim of his own way of experiencing the world yet is 
somehow “detached and alienated from his own perceiving” (Fuchs 2005, p. 136). All these 

 Box 39.3   Vignette 3 

 I remained quiet, unmoving, my gaze 5 xed on a spot or a gleam of light. But behind this wall of 
indi9 erence, suddenly a wave of anxiety would come over me, the anxiety of unreality. My per-
ception of the world seemed to sharpen the sense of the strangeness of things. In the silence and 
immensity, each object was cut o9  by a knife, detached in the emptiness, in the boundlessness, 
spaced o9  from other things. Without any relationship with the environment, just by being itself, 
it began to come to life. It was there, facing me, terrifying me. 

 (Ren é e, in S è chehaye :;<:,  Autobiography of a Schizophrenic Girl , p. <=) 
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paradoxes are exacerbated if we now turn from the external world and toward the patient’s 
experience of his own consciousness, body, and thoughts.  

  S!"#-D$%&'()*+,! *+- D!"'%$.+ 

 We have focused so far on altered experience of the external world—the central theme of 
classical accounts of delusional mood. But as Conrad (1958/1997, p. 193) points out, there is 
also an  apophany  of “ internal  space” that a4 ects the experience of one’s own body, feelings, 
and stream of consciousness and that leads as well to the development of delusions. Although 
this may be less obvious in early or pre-morbid phases of schizophrenia, it is an inevitable 
accompaniment: self and world are complementary poles of experience; changes in one are 
inconceivable without concomitant changes in the other. (See Boxes 39.4 and 39.5 .)       

 5 e mutations of self-experience characteristic of schizophrenia are clearly described in 
classical phenomenological psychiatry. “5 e remarkable things about the particular phenom-
enon,” writes Jaspers, “is that the individual, though he exists, is no longer able to feel he exists. 

 Box 39.4 Vignette 4 

 5 ese thoughts go on and on. I’m going over the border. My real self is away down—it used to be 
just at my throat, but now it’s gone further down. I’m losing myself. It’s getting deeper and deeper. 
I want to tell you things, but I’m scared. My head’s full of thoughts, fears, hates, jealousies. My head 
can’t grip them; I can’t hold on to them. I’m behind the bridge of my nose—I mean my conscious-
ness is there. 5 ey’re splitting open my head—oh, that’s schizophrenic, isn’t it? I don’t know wheth-
er I have these thoughts or not. I think I just made them up last time in order to get treated. 

 (Quote from patient, in Laing 6789,  Divided Self , p. 6:6) 

 Box 39.5   Vignette 5 

 And then something odd happens. My awareness (of myself, of him, of the room, of the physical 
reality around and beyond us) instantly grows fuzzy. Or wobbly. I think I am dissolving. I feel—my 
mind feels—like a sand castle with all the sand sliding away in the receding surf. What’s happening 
to me? 5 is is scary, please let it be over! I think maybe if I stand very still and quiet, it will stop. . . .  
5 is experience is much harder, and weirder, to describe than extreme fear or terror. But explain-
ing what I’ve come to call “disorganization” is a di4 erent challenge altogether. Consciousness 
gradually loses its coherence. One’s center gives way. 5 e center cannot hold. 5 e “me” becomes 
a haze, and the solid center from which one experiences reality breaks up like a bad radio signal. 
5 ere is no longer a sturdy vantage point from which to look out, take things in, assess what’s hap-
pening. No core holds things together, providing the lens through which to see the world, to make 
judgments and comprehend risk. Random moments of time follow one another. Sights, sounds, 
thoughts, and feelings don’t go together. No organizing principle takes successive moments in time 
and puts them together in a coherent way from which sense can be made. And it’s all taking place 
in slow motion. 

 (Saks ;99<,  ! e Center Cannot Hold , pp. 6;–6=) 
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Descartes’ ‘cogito ergo sum’ (I think therefore I am) may still be super4 cially cogitated but it is 
no longer a valid experience” (Jaspers 1962, p. 122; see also Berze and Gruhle 1929; Ey 1996). 
“I feel strange,” “My heart is displaced,” “I am a dead leaf or a spiral of smoke,” the patient may 
say (Ey 1996, p. 206). 5 ese mutations have been formulated recently as an alteration of mini-
mal or core self or “ ipseity ” (of the basic sense of existing as a uni4 ed and vital  subject  of expe-
rience) that has two complementary facets: hyper-re6 exivity and diminished self-a7 ection 
(Sass 2010; Sass and Parnas 2003). Whereas “hyper-re6 exivity” describes the way in which 
experience that would normally be tacit emerge into the focus of awareness, where they are 
experienced as objects  separate  from the self-as-subject, diminished self-a7 ection describes 
the diminished sense of existing  as  an experiencing consciousness or lived body. 

 5 e Examination of Anomalous Self Experiences (EASE) (Parnas et al. 2005), an inter-
view format developed for use with self-disordered patients, divides these phenomena into 
several domains including the following:

      1.     Disturbed “Cognition and Stream of Consciousness,” typified by hyper-reflexive 
experiences of one’s own thinking as objectified and having acoustic qualities (e.g., 
“thoughts aloud”).  

     2.     Disturbed “Self-Awareness and Presence,” typified by feelings of non-existence 
or lack of self-affection (patient feels like a vacuum or a mere thing, e.g., like a 
refrigerator).  

     3.     Disturbed “Bodily Experiences,” typified by somatic estrangement (feeling that one’s 
body is alien or does not “hang together”).  

     4.     Disturbed “Demarcation,” typified by confusion as to whether one’s thoughts or 
feelings belong to oneself rather than to an interlocutor or bystander.    

 Klaus Conrad (1958/1997, p. 211) describes these anomalies of self-experience as 
involving an inner  apophany  that is strictly comparable, and complementary, to the out-
er-directed  apophany  of “delusional mood.” It is part of the “re6 exive spasm” of “ anastro-
phe ”: a “permanent re6 ection” or “permanent re6 exivity” whereby the patient has a constant 
self-consciousness of his own actions. (Recall that  anastrophe  means “turning back” or 
“inversion.”) 5 is hyper-re6 exive “turning backward” toward the self is incompatible with 
more spontaneous, world-directed forms of activity. 

 In  Die Beginnende Schizophrenie , Conrad describes the progression from more subtle to 
more blatant alterations of inner space. Mild sonorization of thoughts may occur, and grow 
more intense until the thoughts can seem fully audible. 5 is may lead to the sense of one’s 
own thoughts being di7 used outward; eventually they may no longer be felt to belong to 
oneself, and may even, in some cases, seem to belong to someone else (Klosterkoetter et 
al. 2001). Subtle bodily sensations, of nervous or electric-like tension, turn eventually into 
blatant feelings of passivization, o8 en involving delusions of being controlled from with-
out. Conrad (1958/1997, p. 211) describes these as involving a hyper-re6 exive awareness 
of bodily sensation that would not normally be in the focus of attention—e.g., postural 
pressures, the feeling of one’s clothes against the body or sensations of heat and cold—and 
that may lead, over time, to experiences and beliefs of being subject to external control. An 
intriguing example of this progression is described in a classic article by Victor Tausk and 
later analyzed by Sass (1992b). 5 e patient Natalija’s illness began with mild experiences 
of estrangement from herself and culminated in a full-blown delusion involving a sense of 
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being controlled by a distant “in4 uencing machine” that determined her every thought, 
sensation, and movement (Box 39.6 ). 5 e machine itself resembled Natalija’s own body 
and, in particular, her lived or subjective body (e.g., there was no head, as this would not be 
seen by the person herself), and can be read as an externalized representation of her own 
hyper-re4 exive alienation, a crystallization of the  apophany  of her inner space under con-
ditions of the “re4 exive spasm.” Natalija’s in4 uencing machine delusion emblematizes the 
linkage between hyper-re4 exive  apophany  of inner space and the loss of a sense of posses-
sion or control of one’s own bodily experience.     

  D!"!#$%&!'( $) D!#*+,$'+ 

 We have described several ways in which the overall framework or structuring of experi-
ence, both “inner” and “outer,” can be altered in schizophrenia. 5 ese include loosening of 
perceptual context, framing of isolated elements, and promiscuous linkages between de-
contextualized elements; also a sense of being at the center of things, the target of all glances 
and messages coming from without; and 6 nally a kind of alienating introspection in which 
personal thoughts, feelings, or bodily sensations that would normally be inhabited or tacitly 
lived become the targets of one’s own focus of attention. (One may wonder, incidentally, to 
what extent these constitute a heterogeneous set of features, and to what extent they derive 
from or re4 ect some central disruption; the notion of ipseity disturbance (Sass 2010; Sass 
and Parnas 2003) is one hypothesis re such a  trouble gen   é   rateur .) 

 In the previous two sections we have treated delusional mood and self-disturbances sepa-
rately. Usually, however, both are involved, at least to some extent, and prodromal patients 
frequently complain of both self-disorders and indescribable alterations of the perceptual 
world (M ø ller and Husby 2000). It seems likely, in any case, that these several features would 
jointly contribute to the development of delusions in a variety of ways. 

 Box 39.6   Vignette 6 

 5 e patient is Miss Natalija A., thirty-one years old, formerly a student of philosophy. She declares 
that for six and a half years she has been under the in4 uence of an electrical machine made in 
Berlin  . . .  It has the form of a human body, indeed, the patient’s own form, though not in all 
details  . . .  5 e truck has the shape of a lid, resembling the lid of a co7  n and is lined with silk or 
velvet  . . .  She cannot see the head—she says that she is not sure about it and she does not know 
whether the machine bears her own head  . . .  5 e outstanding fact about the machine is that it is 
being manipulated by someone in a certain manner, and everything that occurs to it happens also 
to her. When someone strikes this machine, she feels the blow in the corresponding part of her 
own body  . . .  5 e inner parts of the machine consist of electric batteries, which are supposed to 
represent the internal organs of the human body. 5 ose who handle the machine produce a slimy 
substance in her nose, disgusting smells, dreams, thoughts, feelings, and disturb her while she is 
thinking, reading or writing. At an earlier stage, sexual sensations were produced in her through 
manipulation of the genitalia of the machine. 

 (Tausk 8989, pp. :89–:;<, discussed in Sass 899;b,  Madness and Modernism: Insanity in the Light of 
Modern Art , pp. ;8=–;8>) 
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 Matussek (1987, p. 94) stresses the importance of decontextualization and the fram-
ing of isolated features for “apperception of delusional signi4 cance” and the generation of 
delusional beliefs. 5 e destabilization of normal perceptual context precedes the develop-
ment of true delusions and prepares the ground for entry into a delusional world. 5 e very 
salience or framing of particular objects (or features of objects) may, in itself, suggest that 
something of particular importance or “weighting” is being indicated: it conveys an aura 
of having intensi4 ed “symbolic content” (p. 95). By isolating and 4 xing the impression, 
this framing may contribute to the “4 rmness and incorrigibility of the delusional con-
tent” (p. 96). 5 e delusional signi4 cance remains rooted in perception, however, and can 
thus be “experienced directly as inherent in the object,” as if rooted in sensory experience 
(p. 98). “5 e schizophrenic who experiences the meaning of ‘innocence’ in the white bark 
of a birch tree does not ‘perceive’ the color of the bark as a symbol of innocence, but sees 
incorporated in the white bark a very de4 nite quality, namely that of innocence” (Matussek, 
1987, p. 98). 

 Disembedding from everyday context allows unusual signi4 cances readily to emerge; 
objects or meanings are now free to link up with other, isolated features or meanings 6 oat-
ing outside any standard or practical context. “One is much clearer about the relatedness of 
things, because one can overlook the factuality of things. 5 ey don’t exist so one has nothing 
to do with them,” said one patient, who reported a sense of having special, revelatory access 
to meanings ignored by others: “Out of these perceptions comes the absolute awareness that 
my ability to see connections had been multiplied many times over” (Matussek 1987, p. 96). 
Patients may feel “specially blessed with powers of insight” or “in possession of special pow-
ers of understanding the world” (p. 97). 5 e isolation of particular qualitative features may 
be su7  ciently intense, for example, as to make two persons who share a characteristic seem 
to the patient to be simply identical (p. 100). 5 ere may be a tendency to emphasize “more 
abstract properties of the perceptual world,” (p. 103) as with the patient R., for whom the 
dog and foal seemed to be saying that the surrounding environment was somehow “rooted 
in nature and primordial in character” (p. 97). 

 5 e abstract or universal meanings and linkages of delusional experience need not have 
a paranoid cast. 5 ey can, however, easily take on such qualities—whether as a natural con-
sequence of disconcerting environmental change in the context of normal human anxiety 
and self-concern, or due to the exaggerated schizophrenic self-referentiality of  anastrophe . 
Because of the general feeling of uncanny particularity and overall strangeness (in which 
nothing is random; everything is “just so”), together with the sense of things being directed 
toward oneself, persons, situations, and objects can easily be interpreted (apperceived) as 
arti4 cial, manufactured, manipulated, or somehow conspiratorial. Paranoid delusions may 
help to make a kind of rational sense out of what would otherwise be experienced as a dis-
turbing, and otherwise inexplicable, change in the very foundations of the perceptual world. 
In this sense the crucial feature of a given delusion may not be its speci4 c content but its 
ability simply to o8 er  some  meaning that is able to resolve the generalized, yet o9 en excru-
ciating, tension of the external  apophany , with its torturous sense of things being “just so” 
or bristling with strange, cosmic, intentional signi4 cance (Sass 1992b, p. 61). 5 e internally 
driven self-alienation or self-fragmentation inherent in the  apophany  of inner space can 
lead to still other forms of delusions common in schizophrenia, especially those that involve 
experiencing oneself as some kind of monster or in which one’s thoughts or body parts are 
alienated or even controlled or taken over by an alien being. 
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 Self-consciousness itself seems to play a generative role in fostering experiences that, in 
turn, form the basis of delusions of self-alienation, alien control, and non-existence. 4 e 
“more I focus on my thoughts,” said one woman with schizophrenia, “the more it feels like 
they don’t actually belong to me  . . .  It physically feels like my head is just completely hollow.” 
4 e very process of over-focusing on one’s thoughts seems to have an externalizing e5 ect, 
transforming internal mental threads into something felt to be distanced and alien (Sass 
1992b, chapter 7). Another woman with schizophrenia believed that many of her symptoms 
stemmed from “this constant questioning of what my true self is—even though that sounds 
really cheesy” (Aviv 2010, pp. 40, 44): “I think too much about every action I take. Like ‘I’m 
moving my hand right now! 4 at’s so magical!’” 

 4 ese various modes are not mutually exclusive and may sometimes combine. Consider 
the typically schizophrenic form of auditory hallucination (usually involving delusion as 
well) in which the patient hears a voice describing, or two voices discussing, her own ongo-
ing behavior, o6 en in a critical tone. “Now he’s walking down the road, now he’s reached the 
corner and he’s wondering which way to turn; now he’s looking at that girl’s legs, the 7 lthy 
so and so,” the patient may hear (Sass 1992b, p. 231). Here, it seems, we have both kinds of 
 anastrophe , of the self-conscious stepping-back described by Conrad: that associated with 
 external apophany  (the patient is himself the target or object of all attention felt to be coming 
from  without ), and also that associated with  internal apophany  (the voice heard in auditory 
hallucinations have been shown to involve the patient’s  own  vocal chords, but experienced 
by him as external). It is understandable, as well, that a person who experiences change in 
the overall structure of the world, the self, or self-world relationships will be inclined to 
develop delusions that have a distinctively ontological, metaphysical, or otherwise encom-
passing cast. We see, then, that the various forms of delusional or quasi-delusional tenden-
cies characteristic of schizophrenia—paranoid/self-referential, ontological/metaphysical, 
or involving themes of in8 uence, omnipotence, or bodily transformation—can all be seen as 
rooted in overall mutations of the structure of experience that both underlie and, in a patho-
genetic sense, precede the development of frank delusions. What is altered is not an isolated 
belief or framework proposition but the overall lived background or horizon of the whole 
life-world, thought-world, and lived body. 4 ese formal or structural changes set up the 
conditions for delusion, and the delusional content will frequently re8 ect these alterations 
of form—as we have seen with both self-referential delusions and the in8 uencing machine. 
In this sense, phenomenological description does help us to understand, in some sense to 
explain (Sass 2010), the nature and development of delusions, and in fact to comprehend 
some of the very features that are at the heart of schizophrenic “bizarreness” (Cermolacce 
et al. 2010). But what, then, shall we say about Jaspers’ original criterion for the de7 nition of 
schizophrenia—un-understandability or incomprehensibility?  

  C!"#$%&%'()*)+),- 

 Jaspers draws a distinction between “static” and “genetic” understanding (Jaspers 1963, pp. 
27, 307). Lack of  static  understandability refers to the sheer recalcitrance to empathy, for 
a normal person, of a given experience or state of mind. Examples here would be the loss 
in schizophrenia of the sense of ownership of one’s own experience and also the uncanny 
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way in which (in “delusional percept”) a psychotic person may experience a given sensory 
perception as being immediately imbued with some profound meaning. Jaspers believed it 
was simply impossible for a normal individual to empathize with such experiences. A lack 
of  genetic  understandability refers to the di3  culty of grasping through empathy how one 
“psychic event” (Jaspers 1963, p. 307) emerges from another—as when, in schizophrenia, an 
apparent emotional reaction arises or an action is undertaken that bears little apparent rela-
tion to circumstances.  4   

 Jaspers and Conrad certainly recognized that the  content  of schizophrenic delusional 
beliefs will typically involve understandable elements: preoccupation with Nazis may, for 
example, be understandable in relation to past life circumstances, ideas concerning an in4 u-
encing machine in relation to alterations of the experience of action (Conrad 1958/1997, 
p. 285). But, at least in the case of the primary or “true” delusions of schizophrenia, there is 
always, they claim, an aspect or element that remains incomprehensible—for instance, the 
nature of the  conviction  concerning the Nazis or the quality of the experiential alterations 
that  give rise  to the delusional elaboration. In this sense either the delusion’s mode of exist-
ence or its genesis remains (in their view) “totally outside the categories of comprehensibil-
ity” (Conrad 1958/1997, p. 131). 

 Jaspers formulated his position in the early twentieth century, under the in4 uence of the 
 Erklaren/Verstehen  distinction propounded by Dilthey and Weber. More recently this dis-
tinction, at least in its classical form, has been questioned, and certain more recent notions 
have been applied to schizophrenia. 5 ese latter include the philosopher Donald Davidson’s 
claim that logical coherence is a prerequisite for the very attribution of mind or mental 
(“intentional”) states (see Campbell 2001), and also the Wittgensteinian notion that lan-
guage turns nonsensical when it is, without acknowledgment and without the provision of 
alternative paradigms of sense, applied too far outside its standard usage in descriptive or 
practical contexts (Read 2001). Both positions can be interpreted to imply that schizophre-
nia is incomprehensible—whether because schizophrenic thinking is fundamentally inco-
herent or because schizophrenics tend to speak in ways that are simply incompatible with 
the requirements of any legitimate “language game.” 

 But the phenomenological account o6 ered above concerning outer and inner  apophany/
anastrophe  (delusional mood and self-disturbance) seems to go a long way toward render-
ing delusional experience comprehensible in some psychological, phenomenological, and 
even empathetic way. We can see how paranoid, ontological, in4 uence-related, bodily, 
and solipsistic delusions might develop on the basis of the overall structural or horizonal 
changes associated with the delusional mood and ipseity disturbance. 5 is corresponds to 
what Jaspers referred to as genetic understandability. 

 Both Jaspers (1963) and Conrad (1958/1997) insist, however, that the  apophanic  expe-
rience  itself  remains un-understandable, both in itself and in its contribution to delu-
sional development; but the point seems debatable. Various accounts o6 er either abstract 
descriptions or revelatory analysis that do allow a degree of empathic comprehension—
e.g., the use of Gestalt psychology by Matusssek (1987) and of such analogies as mod-
ernist self-consciousness, psychological introspectionism, and philosophical solipsism 
by Sass (1992b, 1994). Grasping the inner  apophany  and loss of ipseity may be especially 
challenging. Still, it seems unnecessary (and contrary to the teaching of both hermeneutic 

  7     5 e action, for example, may not appear to 8 t into any sensible practical syllogism.  
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phenomenology and Wittgenstein) to hold that empathic comprehension is an either-or 
issue—a matter either of perfect co-living and empathic/intellectual grasp or a form of 
incomprehension that is absolute and unsurpassable (Sass 2003). At least some degree of 
understanding, both static and genetic, may well be possible, and it seems arbitrary to deny 
this on some a priori ground. 

 We see, in fact, that phenomenology o4 ers not only description but also  explanation  in 
several senses of that commodious term (Sass 2010); and several of these refute the idea 
that schizophrenic delusions are somehow utterly incomprehensible or un-understandable 
phenomena. Some forms of explanation are non-causal, demonstrating relations of phe-
nomenological implication, as is the case of  expressive  relationships between the content of a 
delusion and underlying changes in the structure of experience. 5 us Natalija’s in6 uencing 
machine is emblematic of a paradoxical yet real aspect of schizophrenic reality: simultane-
ously expressing the sense of bodily alienation, of being passively controlled, and of being 
the solipsistic center of the universe.  5   Absolute power and absolute passivity seem to go 
together in schizophrenia, like two sides of the same coin (Conrad 1958/1997; Sass 1992b 
chapter 11). 

 Other forms of phenomenological explanation involve something closer to causal or qua-
si-causal relations (akin to what Husserl (1989, p. 227) called “motivational relationships” or 
even “motivational causality”) concerning the development of symptoms over time. Some 
of these relationships are “consequential,” involving psychological transformations whereby 
one state leads naturally to the next: thus prolonged staring (which is not, of course, a purely 
volitional phenomenon) can, by its very nature, contribute to the fragmentation of the per-
ceptual 7 eld and, if directed to one’s body, to the sense of separation from one’s own corpo-
real being. Other forms of phenomenological explanation are “compensatory” in the sense 
of postulating understandable defensive (thus motivated) reactions to what is occurring on 
a more primary plane.  6   

 Two (of many) possibilities relevant to this compensatory aspect of delusion-formation 
are: (1) the need to provide some explanation for experiential changes that would other-
wise seem utterly random or monstrous, and (2) the wish to escape an intolerable reality 
by entering a world felt to be safer or more satisfying. 5 e 7 rst is exempli7 ed by certain 
paranoid delusions as well as by Natalija’s in6 uencing machine (which can thus be explained 
in both expressive and compensatory terms). 5 e second is exempli7 ed not only by rather 

  8     Conrad (9::;) states that complex delusional elaboration of this sort can be understood as the 
product of the reasoning mind attempting to make sense out of, or somehow to justify, the experiential 
alterations su4 ered on a more basic level. 5 is may sometimes be the case. But the mind can also conjure 
up such symbolic forms of self-expression in a spontaneous, almost quasi-automatic fashion—as 
demonstrated by Silberer’s (9:89) classic studies of ‘auto-symbolic’ phenomena during the transitional 
hypnagogic and hypnapompic periods of falling asleep of waking up, when the mind spontaneously 
creates images of its own current functioning.  

  <     Compensatory processes need not, of course, be consciously directed or purely volitional in nature. 
Further, as they become increasingly habitual, they become automatized and thereby shed a degree of 
 unconscious  goal-directedness. Also it is also important to avoid thinking of defensive psychological 
reactions as being somehow  created  by, or purely in the service of, defensive purposes. Schizophrenic 
derealization or subjectivization, for example, may o= en be exploited for defensive purposes (i.e., escape 
from the feeling of real threat). But its very possibility or availability can be a more  direct  manifestation of 
an underlying ipseity disturbance that may well have neurobiological roots.  
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“ontic” or “empirical” delusions, such as one patient’s belief that he is a brilliant scientist, 
of world-historical importance, but also (and more tellingly, for the phenomenologist) by 
more ontological transformations—as with certain chronic and withdrawn patients who 
may experience themselves as the godly center or support of the universe, and whose delu-
sions may a3 ord escape into a solipsistic world of unreality that is serenely cut o3  from any 
possibility of worldly competition, risk, or suspense (e.g., Adolf W ö l4 i’s delusional memo-
ries of sublime cosmic journeying; Sass 2004b). 5 e presence of motivations such as these 
should not, however, be generalized. Delusions can also be excruciating or horrifying; and 
these hardly seem defensive or compensatory. 

 We have been concerned with alterations in the quality of objects and events, and with the 
experience of one’s own thinking and bodily sensations. In the next two sections we turn to 
an aspect of experience that is crucial in schizophrenic delusion but remains poorly under-
stood and under-described: with challenges to (what Husserl (1983) called) the “natural 
attitude” itself, namely, to the very sense of encountering an objective or shared world and 
thus to the world’s full ontological status in the full sense of that term.  

  D!"#$% B!!&&%%'()* 

 One of the most puzzling aspects of delusion, at least in schizophrenia, is the question of the 
experienced reality-status of the delusional beliefs or quasi-beliefs at issue.  7   Standard de6 ni-
tions imply that delusions involve claims about external or public reality that happen to be 
false, but it is not always obvious that this is truly the case. Jaspers (1963, pp. 105–106) spoke 
of “the speci6 c schizophrenic incorrigibility,” but stated:

  we should look at  what  it is that is actually incorrigible. . . .  Reality for [the patient] does not 
always carry the same meaning as that of normal reality. . . .  Hence the attitude of the patient 
to the content of his delusion is peculiarly inconsequent at times. .. Belief in reality can range 
through all degrees, from a mere play with possibilities via a double reality—the empirical and 
the delusional—to unequivocal attitudes in which the delusional content reigns as the sole and 
absolute reality.   

 But even when delusion reigns as “sole and absolute,” it is not clear that it is experienced 
within anything like the “natural attitude.” Telling illustrations of these aspects can be 
found in the case of Daniel Paul Schreber, perhaps the most famous patient in the history of 
psychiatry. 

 In his memoirs, Schreber (1988), who su3 ered from paranoid schizophrenia, describes 
an elaborate delusional world consisting of “souls” and “gods” and of “nerves” and “rays” 
that seem to span the cosmos, to connect him with God and, o7 en, to monitor or control his 
thoughts and actions. He speaks of being transformed into a woman, of losing his stomach 
and having it reappear repeatedly, and of foreign beings inhabiting his consciousness and 
controlling his thoughts. But though Schreber clearly took these delusional realities very 
seriously indeed (his revelations, he claims, a3 orded him “deeper insight than [that avail-
able to] all other human beings” (p. 7)) and is (in some sense) con6 dent of their truth value 

  8     For extensive discussion of this issue, see Sass (in press).  
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(“I have come in4 nitely closer to the truth than human beings who have not received divine 
revelation” (p. 41))—still he does not seem to have ascribed to them the kind of reality-status 
or ontological weight of something objectively real, or in which he could be said fully to 
believe—at least in the standard sense of that term. 5 is is apparent in his description of 
being transformed into a woman. 

 As Schreber explains in the memoir, his feminization occurred when he stood before a 
mirror looking at himself while stripped to the waist and wearing feminine jewelry. As he 
stared at his own torso, he would feel the approach of “the rays,” which constitute an impor-
tant center of consciousness in his delusional world, and then, he explains, “my breast gives 
the impression [ Eindruck ] of a pretty well-developed female bosom” (p. 207). Attentive 
reading makes it clear the Schreber is  not  describing an actual anatomical change, but some-
thing more like a way of seeing or construing an unchanged physical reality: “Naturally 
hairs remain. . . .  on my chest  . . .  ; my nipples also remain small as in the male sex” (p. 207). 
Indeed, he even speaks of getting “the undoubted  impression  of a female trunk—especially 
when the illusion [ Illusion ] is strengthened by some feminine adornments” (p. 26). Typically 
Schreber does  not  make claims about the external or interpersonally shared world, claims 
that could be supported or refuted by evidence independent of the experience itself. His 
delusional beliefs are frequently described in a way that gives them a coe6  cient or accent 
of subjectivity—as when he says not “I am a sco7 er at God” or “I am given to voluptuous 
excesses,” but I am “represented” [ dargestellt ] as one of these things’ (p. 27). (See Box 39.7 .)    

 We see, then, that the delusions of at least this classic case lack the kind of straightforward 
objective or intersubjective referentiality that would seem to be implied by the standard 
“poor reality testing” formula, with its use of such terms as “false,” “incorrect,” and “absurd.” 
What is suggested, rather, is something akin to Bleuler’s (1911/1950, p. 378) double book-
keeping or double registration, where the patient experiences the delusional reality as exist-
ing in a di7 erent ontological domain from that of everyday reality. 5 is, perhaps, is what 
Sophie, a woman diagnosed with schizophrenia, is referring to when she states: “I o8 en feel 
that many of my aberrant pseudo-perceptions feel the way they do because I am actually 
perceiving them taking place in a parallel reality that only partially overlaps with this one.”  8   
Sophie was well aware of the di6  culty of describing this aspect of her delusional experi-
ences, and complained of the incomprehension of virtually all the doctors and therapists 
whom she had known. (See Box 39.8 .)    

  9     All quotations from Sophie are taken from emails written to the 4 rst author in :;<; and :;<<. We are 
very grateful for her contribution.  

 Box 39.7   Vignette 7 

 I have to con4 rm the 4 rst part (a) of this [Dr. Weber’s] statement, namely that my so-called delu-
sional system is unshakable certainty, with the same decisive “yes” as I have to counter the second 
part (b), namely that my delusions are adequate motive for action, with the strongest possible “no.” 
I could even say with Jesus Christ: “My Kingdom is not of this world”; my so-called delusions are 
concerned solely with God and the beyond; they can therefore never in any way in= uence my 
behavior in any worldly matter . . .  

 (Schreber <>99,  Memoirs of My Nervous Illness , pp. ?;<–?;:) 
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 Schreber (1988, p. 28) too was acutely conscious of the di4  culty of conveying the precise 
nature of his experiences and the likelihood of being misunderstood by his readers or other 
interlocutors: “Again it is extremely di4  cult to describe such changes in words because mat-
ters are dealt with which lack all analogies in human experience and which I appreciated 
directly only in part with my mind’s eye [ mit meinem geistigen Auge ].” “To make myself at 
least somewhat comprehensible I shall have to speak much in images and similes, which 
may at times perhaps be only  approximately  correct” (p. 28). 

 Various phenomenologists (Blankenburg 1971; Tatossian 1997) have suggested an a4  nity 
between this fundamental stance or orientation and the nature of phenomenological “brack-
eting” or the phenomenological “reduction” itself, which is the key methodological move of 
Husserlian phenomenology. In phenomenological bracketing one sets aside the objectivist 
claims of the “natural attitude” in order to isolate an immanent realm of pure experiencing, 
a realm from which doubt can presumably be expunged and within which “apodictic” or 
absolute certitude can be achieved. Another a4  nity (neither, of course, is an exact parallel) 
is with the experiential stance or modality of imagination. As philosopher Edward Casey 
(2000) points out in  Imagining: A Phenomenological Study , the imaginary realm or modality 
is characterized by a felt discontinuity or delimitation from other psychological acts, such as 
perception and memory. It implies as well a certain “unexplorability”: the imagined object, 
insofar as it exists at all, is given all at once, without a backside or hidden depth. 5 e imag-
ined object or event is also self-evident in the sense of being non-corrigible (non-falsi6 able, 
non-veri6 able) and apodictic: containing a kind of indubitable presence and certainty: 
hence “I cannot doubt that what I imagine is appearing to me precisely as it presents itself to 
me” (Casey 2000, p. 98). 

 Drawing these parallels may help to explain a feature of many schizophrenic delusions 
that might otherwise seem strange and even nonsensical: the characteristic combination of 
what Jaspers (1963) called “certitude” with “inconsequentiality”—and especially the seem-
ingly odd fact that it is o7 en the delusion about which the patient is  most certain  with regard 
to which he is  least likely  to act. If one imagines that the delusion is believed in the context of 
something like a (subjectively maintained) natural attitude, this makes no sense—for surely 

 Box 39.8   Vignette 8 

 I o7 en feel that many of my aberrant pseudo-perceptions feel the way they do because I am actu-
ally perceiving them taking place in a parallel reality that only partially overlaps with this one. 
 She continues:

For instance I can feel absolutely certain that space and time (and hence physical reality) no 
longer or never did exist, and yet understand that in order to get to a psychiatry appointment I 
have to walk down the street, get on the train, and so on (in other words, physically navigate or 
move through the “objective” world). Or I can feel certain, even as I am talking to my psychiatrist, 
that I killed him 6 ve minutes earlier (fully aware that he is sitting a few feet from me talking). 
5 e strangeness is that both “beliefs” exist simultaneously and seem in no way to impinge on 
one another (nor have I ever 6 gured out any way of consciously reconciling them)—which is 
not to say that the very simultaneity isn’t rather deeply disturbing (it is, and it o7 en drives me 
to self-consciously engage with and elaborate on the delusional in order to escape this painful 
contradiction). 

 (Sophie) 
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one ought to act in relation to that whose existence one most assumes. But if the delusion is 
felt to be true only  for me , in my mind’s eye and for me alone (or, at least, only for me and my 
 delusional  others), then the contradiction is resolved: One need hardly seek evidence for an 
experience (akin in this sense to the imaginary) that makes no claim with regard to objective 
or normal intersubjective reality; and one will hardly take action  in actuality  with regard to 
what one knows to exist in a purely virtual realm. 4 is provides a phenomenological way of 
accounting for at least some instances of the famous “double bookkeeping” of which Bleuler 
spoke. 4 e patient who insists he is God or Napoleon, yet willingly sweeps the 5 oor, would 
presumably recognize that this God-status is purely subjective—only a kind of imaginary 
truth, holding within his own mind’s eye world, and therefore irrelevant to the daily routine 
of life on the hospital ward.  9  ,   10   Indeed the very unreality of the delusional world may, in fact, 
be the feature that most recommends it, providing the deepest motivation for dwelling in 
the delusional realm (see Sartre regarding the “morbid dreamer” in Sass 1992b). 

 4 e status of the imaginary is not of course  identical  to that of delusion. (4 e experience of 
delusion may be closer to that of dreams than to imagination, but here too there are impor-
tant di6 erences.) For the normal individual, and even for the artist or writer (except perhaps 
in the throes of creative trance), the imaginary realm remains  subordinated  to the primacy of 
the natural attitude. As a result, the “suspension of disbelief ” characteristic of imaginary or 
aesthetic experience is never complete enough to allow the imaginary to become the domi-
nant realm—to eclipse “reality” and replace it with something else. 

 4 e standard explanations for  why  such an eclipse o7 en does occur in schizophrenia point 
to a supposed cognitive de8 ciency, some inability to monitor external reality or the bound-
ary between the internal and the external world, probably due to a loss of rational faculties 
rooted in dysfunction of the frontal lobes. But there are problems with such explanations.  11   
4 ese include evidence that not the rational capacity but something closer to practicality 
and common sense is what is most disturbed in schizophrenia (Owen et al. 2007). Also, the 
most deluded patients with schizophrenia tend to be those whose thinking is more logical 
(namely, those with  paranoid  as opposed to disorganized or hebephrenic schizophrenia). 

 It may be more apt to emphasize the importance of the overall or ontological nature of the 
experiential change—a change that transforms the immediacy of the perceptual world itself 
and in a totalizing way that alters the very coordinates of reality and possibility. Also impor-
tant is the role of an attitude or orientation, namely, an autistic stance that fails or refuses 
(most probably, a combination of failure and refusal) to accept the organizing horizon of 
intersubjectivity and the natural attitude. 4 e mark of delusion in schizophrenia may be 
the fact that such persons 8 nd it natural to put more or at least equal faith in their own pri-
vate experiences rather than in the shared, objective world. Unlike the normal person, who 

  9     Cognitive scientists tend to base their models of delusion formation on formal logic and notions 
about scienti8 c discovery (e.g., Coltheart et al., :;<<). But once belief (the so-called doxastic model) is 
not assumed, then notions from aesthetic or imaginative experience may seem equally or more relevant.  

  <;     Incidentally, a7 er his cogent critique of standard views, Manfred Spitzer (<99;) suggests an 
alternative de8 nition of delusion as involving “statements about external reality which are uttered like 
statements about a mental state, i.e., with subjective certainty and incorrigible by others” (p. <=>). Spitzer 
does not, however, take the next, phenomenological step of suggesting that delusions may, in some sense, 
actually be  experienced  by the patient as if they were akin to subjective contents of his or her own mind.  

  <<     Jaspers (<9?@, p. 9>) recognized this long ago: “For any true grasp of delusion, it is most important to 
free ourselves from this prejudice that there has to be some poverty of intelligence at the root of it.”  
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only sojourns in the imaginary, the individual with schizophrenia does not have the same, 
unshakeable faith in the public, the objective, and the ordinary. Sophie, at least, rejects igno-
rance or intellectual incapacity as the source of her perspective: “I cannot count the number 
of times I’ve been told ‘but Sophie, X is impossible’ and all I ever want to say in response is 
‘yes, I am perfectly capable of appreciating why you think X is impossible, but your con-
ceptual or metaphysical constraints are simply not mine.’” All this goes some way toward 
explaining the  acceptance  and  persistence  of delusional ideas—the fact that apparently 
absurd notions, once they occur, are not rejected, as would be the case for a person operating 
within a normal intersubjective framework and with a standard “belief evaluating system” 
(Coltheart et al. 2011, p. 293). Perhaps the most useful analogy is the dream-state—in which 
one turns away from practical and shared reality in favor of a largely passive witnessing of a 
private realm that lacks normal constraints of time, space, and identity.  

  D!"#$% E&'!(")% 

 4 e notion of poor reality-testing generally implies that the patient takes the imaginary 
for real, that he  believes  in his imaginary objects with essentially the same form of belief 
as we address to our surrounding world (i.e., adopting the doxastic or “natural attitude”). 
4 is may well capture the condition of  some  schizophrenia patients at least  some  of the time, 
perhaps especially in the case of the more world-oriented paranoid delusions. 4 e notion of 
double bookkeeping implies, by contrast, that the patient recognizes the essential unreality 
of his delusional world and thus of the distinction between the imaginary and the real. 4 is 
seems to approximate the condition of certain chronic patients for whom delusional reality 
can a5 ord reliable escape from both the content and the form of the real (W ö l6 i; e.g., Sass 
2004b). But o7 en, one must recognize, things are not so clear-cut, nor so potentially reas-
suring for the deluded person. 

 4 e parallel realities may in fact be di8  cult to distinguish one from another. 4 e patient 
may feel uncertain as to which track he is on, or may sense that the di5 erent tracks inter-
sect or even fuse with each other in unanticipated ways. 4 ere is the possibility, in fact, that 
rather than double bookkeeping, the patient will experience something more like a kind of 
photographic  double exposure : a merging of two perspectives on reality akin to the famous 
“contamination” response on the Rorschach test—with all the potential for confusion this 
implies. As Sophie states: “o7 en I feel like a big part of the problem is precisely that I lose my 
conceptual (metaphysical and experiential) grasp of what reality is, was, or should be.” “Isn’t 
the general (unconscious) confusion of perception, fantasy, memory, and imagination sim-
ply a ubiquitous part of each and every delusion?” she asks. (See Boxes 39.9 and 39.10 .)       

 But it would be wrong to assimilate this confusion to the poor reality-testing notion as 
this is usually understood (e.g., DSM’s “false [belief] about external reality”). What actu-
ally occurs may, in fact, involve less a sense of everything being  real , an object of standard 
belief, than of everything being somehow  unreal ; there may even be a breakdown of the 
very distinction between real and unreal, in which everything seems uncertain or somehow 
unhinged. We have seen, a7 er all, that derealization can a5 ect not only a separate delusional 
realm of fantasies, but also the experience of one’s  actual  body, thoughts, and surrounding 
world. Schreber (1988), for instance, experienced  actual  people in his asylum as what he 
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called the “4 eeting-improvised men”—beings who only existed when he laid eyes on them 
(this also relates to what Schreber calls the “wasp miracle”); this could lend just about every-
thing a certain tinge of unreality. Given this nearly  universal  derealization, it is understand-
able that the very distinction between realms might come into question. 

 As already noted, the experience of unreality can serve defensive purposes, perhaps akin 
to the derealization characteristic of depersonalization disorder and post-traumatic stress 
disorder. It would not, however, be an entirely willful or teleological product, but also the 
product of a basic ipseity disturbance that is partly grounded in neurobiological factors: 
Without a foundational sense of existing as a subject, seat, or locus of consciousness, what-
ever manifests itself within consciousness will readily seem unreal.  12   

 Still, to speak of this as a universal subjectivizing or even derealization also has some 
potential to be misleading. We must recognize that whereas  some  of the features of “the real” 
may be absent in certain delusional states (such as the sense that events are consequential 
and, in some sense, irreversible), others may be present (e.g., the sense that I cannot control 
delusional objects or situations). Equally important is the fact that such terms as “subjective” 
or “objective,” “real” or “unreal” can hardly retain their usual meanings if one enters a world 
in which the basic ontological coordinates have changed. In such a world,  all  objects can 
be experienced in quasi-dreamlike fashion, more as 5 gments or projections than as inde-
pendent entities persisting through time—thus eliminating the very contrast that normally 
gives “real” its meaning. Or, stranger still, one can experience one’s own experience as some-
how belonging to another being, thus as subjective yet alien at the same time. (Consider 

  67     8 ere is nothing unusual about such tendencies. Psychological defenses typically involve 
exploitation of propensities (such as a particular cognitive style) that are inherently present on a more 
foundational, perhaps temperamental fashion (Shapiro 69:;). (See footnote :.)  

 Box 39.9   Vignette 9 

 Whenever I took my eyes o<  them [the hospital guards], they disappeared. In fact, everything at 
which I did not direct my entire attention seemed not to exist. 8 ere was some curious consistency 
in the working of my eyes. Instead of being able to focus on one object and retain a visual aware-
ness of being in a room, a visual consciousness of the number of objects and people in that room, 
all that existed was directly in my line of vision. 

 (F. Peters, in Landis 69:=,  Varieties of Psychopathological Experience , p. 9>) 

 Box 39.10   Vignette 10 

 8 e term coexistence is not meant to imply a literal or qualitatively symmetrical “doubling” of 
phenomena—i.e., it’s not like literally seeing both a distorted chair and normal chair at the same 
time (or as somehow superimposed on each other). Instead a single chair may seem perceptually 
distorted and yet if one checks oneself one realizes that it really isn’t (somehow it appears radically 
changed and perfectly normal at the same time but the former apperception is considerably more 
vague, amorphous and/or “unbookable”). 

 (Sophie) 
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Schreber’s experience of a “seeing” or representing of the femininity of his own torso—a 
“seeing” that is somehow not his own, even though it is he himself who stand before the 
mirror doing the staring.) 4 e very meaning of certain unavoidable terms will change when 
one countenances possibilities of this kind. For how can we say that Schreber’s rays and 
nerves, or his feminized torso, are experienced as either “subjective”  or  “objective,” “real”  or  
“unreal”? As Sophie writes: “4 ere’s a sense in which the law of contradiction—that some-
thing can’t be X and not X at the same time—has ceased to matter  . . .  What I know and what 
I believe no longer coincide and I can’t make them.” 

 4 ere is a technique, used by both Heidegger and Derrida, of writing certain metaphysi-
cal terms—words such as subjective, objectivity, or real—while simultaneously crossing 
them out. 4 is, it seems, is no vain conceit, but almost a requirement for any serious attempt 
to understand the realm of “true” delusions. 

 In summary, we have seen that, even within schizophrenia alone, there are multiple and 
sometimes overlapping ways in which reality may be experienced, including both dou-
ble bookkeeping and the confusion of double exposure. It seems that delusions, at least in 
schizophrenia, can frequently involve a mode of experience that is distinct and even, in 
some sense,  sui generis . 4 is does not however place them beyond all psychological under-
standing. One may not be able fully to grasp precisely what it is like to experience one’s 
body mutating or being destroyed, then snapping back to normalcy, or of the world being 
destroyed yet persisting just the same. Still, one can have inklings, and one can pursue cer-
tain analogies; and in doing so approach closer to an understanding than if one had never 
made the e5 ort in the 6 rst place. 

  A note on treatment:  4 e application of the phenomenological approach to the treatment 
of delusions cannot, of course, be a purely armchair or anecdotal enterprise, but requires 
exploration of particular psychotherapeutic strategies and, ultimately, the demonstration 
of e7  cacy through empirical means. Still, on theoretical grounds certain implications are 
suggested. If a particular delusion is not “believed” by the patient in quite the normal man-
ner, but is the consequence or expression of a generally altered mode of being, then one 
might wonder about the appropriateness of therapeutic techniques (e.g., Kuipers et al. 1997, 
p. 321) that focus on getting the patient to evaluate the truth value of (and ultimately to 
refute) such a belief by using argument and evidence that presuppose the natural atti-
tude. Such an approach might be useful with empirical or ontic delusions that 6 t the poor 
reality-testing formula. It would seem less to the point in the case of the more ontological or 
autistic/solipsistic delusions o8 en found in schizophrenia.  13    

  D!"#$%&'$ %' O()!* C&'+%(%&'$ 

 4 e delusions of pure paranoid psychosis (“delusional disorder”) have been presumed, by 
most phenomenologists, to involve a more straightforward condition of belief (e.g., Parnas 
2004). Certainly the content of pure paranoid delusion is less likely to include cosmic or 

  9:     One might argue, as well, that the success such techniques seem to have could have more to do 
with the general way in which such conversation brings the patient into a di5 erent, more intersubjective 
overall orientation, than with the actual processes of refutation per se.  
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bizarre themes, but rather assertions of an “ontic” or “empirical” kind about real-world 
beings—e.g., about a malevolent enemy with nefarious intent. Also, the pure paranoid 
patient seems more likely to engage in actions premised on this kind of normal belief, char-
acteristic of the “natural attitude.” All this suggests that the ontological complexities dis-
cussed above may not apply in the case of such patients, and that their delusions may 4 t 
more directly into the poor-reality-testing formula.  14   But a feature of many such delusions 
suggests that matters could be slightly more complicated: the fact that paranoid patients (like 
most delusional patients) tend to avoid putting themselves into situations where their delu-
sional claims could be disproven or refuted (Munro 2000, pp. 655, 664). Does this suggest 
that they too have a subtle, perhaps background inkling of the unreality or special nature 
of what they so assertively claim to be the case? (Such avoidance could be related to the fact 
that a paranoid delusion can serve defensive purposes: despite its frightening nature, it may 
have a powerful organizing e5 ect, helping the patient avoid an even more frightening sense 
of chaos or the unknown.) Perhaps the pure paranoid psychotic has a somewhat more quali-
4 ed form of belief than has been typically assumed, albeit more literal than in the case of 
schizophrenic double-bookkeeping or subjectivization. Some would suggest that such com-
plex, even contradictory orientations toward the same belief are, in fact, rather common 
even in normal persons (Manonni 2003). 

 Another major type of delusion is that of patients with a5 ective psychosis. Such delusions 
are generally assumed to be but manifestations or consequences of emotions (elation or 
excitement, shame or despair) that, though exaggerated, are normal in their essential nature 
and can be tied in with the obvious existential concerns and preoccupations of such individ-
uals—that is, that can be “comprehend(ed) vividly enough as an exaggeration or diminution 
of known phenomena,” in Jaspers’ words (1963, p. 577). 6 e manic has delusions of heroic 
accomplishment, while the melancholic focuses on themes of poverty, illness, death, disgrace, 
incapacity, or low self-worth (Kraus 1991). Also, a5 ective delusions do not seem to involve the 
sort of apodictic certitude found in schizophrenia, and appear to bear a more direct relation-
ship to action, even if the behavioral inhibition in severe depression can make this di7  cult 
to discern. But here too some further exploration would seem appropriate. It is well known, 
e.g., that extreme depression (melancholia) typically involves a movement  beyond  sadness or 
any other recognizable emotion, and seemingly beyond any hint of investment in the social 
world or interest in the opinions of others—into what seems a void-like realm in which the 
very existence of self, society, or external world can come into question. 6 is can involve 
forms of disturbed self-experience somewhat akin to schizophrenia, and that may motivate 
all-encompassing delusions that may be held with a certainty that can seem impenetrable. 

 6 e 4 nal set of delusions to be considered are the so-called “monothematic delusions” 
characteristic of certain neurological conditions. Such delusions are circumscribed in their 
content, referring to a rather speci4 c  aspect  of experience and without being elaborated in 
the way that the persecutory, grandiose, or bizarre delusions of schizophrenia or paranoia 

  89     6 e psychiatrist M ü ller-Suur (8:;<) asked his paranoid and schizophrenic patients how certain 
they were about their delusions. Whereas paranoiacs believed in their basic experience ( Grunderlebnis ) 
with a relative certainty, schizophrenia patients claimed to be absolutely certain (8<<= certainty; as 
certain as that >  ?  > = 9) about their delusions, even when these delusions seemed absurd to the listener. 
M ü ller-Suur describes the delusional certainty of schizophrenics as something that is “su5 ered”—that is, 
registered passively, akin to feeling a sensation—whereas the paranoid’s was “achieved” or “hard-earned” 
(presumably, by the seeking of evidence).  
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may be. Best known are the Capgras delusion, in which the patient thinks that a loved one, 
such as a family member or spouse, has been replaced by an imposter, and the Cotard delu-
sion, in which the patient claims that he himself is dead. 

 4 e delusions have been a major focus of study in cognitive neuroscience and analytic 
philosophy. Cognitivist explanations typically view the delusions as a disorder of belief, 
roughly in accordance with the poor-reality-testing formula (they are called “doxastic”). 
Typically they are explained as a form of false belief that results from a fundamental disorder 
in perceptual or emotional processing (e.g., Capgras delusion resulting from a disturbance 
in the a5 ective circuit of visual perception) as well as from some cognitive dysfunction at the 
level of belief formation that prevents the false belief (e.g., my wife is an imposter or robot) 
from being rejected despite its apparent absurdity (Coltheart et al. 2011). 

 Although a phenomenological approach need not reject many elements of the these 
accounts, it would attempt to look beyond the disturbance as a belief or statement of belief 
and explore the underlying, abnormal  mode  of experience that might lead to the morbid 
statement. Ratcli5 e (2004) notes, for example, that Capgras patients experience changes not 
just in their perception of their spouse, but also as a more  general  view of the world. He cites 
reports in which such patients describe general feelings of unreality or strangeness in rela-
tion to the world, which “suggest that certain a5 ects are not  just bodily  [i.e., related to phys-
ical sensation] but also structure world experience in some way” (p. 31). Ratcli5 e (2008) 
speaks in particular of “existential feelings” or “feelings of being”: In Capgras the “sense of 
existence and of things ‘being what they are,’ which ‘invades’ or ‘pounces’ on one, is stripped 
away, leaving a world whose sense of being is diminished or absent” (p. 39). To explain the 
predicament of the Cotard patient, Ratcli5 e draws on Heidegger’s description of  Angst , a 
mood that breaks apart the “meaning-giving background,” leaving a sort of nothingness, as 
“an absence of ordinary existence-sense” (Heidegger, in Ratcli5 e 2004, p. 40). It is not that 
the Cotard patient  infers  or  believes  that he no longer exists; rather he is responding to an 
immediate and overall “ experience of nihilation or e! acement ” (p. 41).  

  C!"#$%&'!" 

 We have o5 ered an overview of the phenomenological approach to delusions, with almost 
exclusive focus on the so-called “true delusions” of schizophrenia. First we surveyed some 
distinctive features of the phenomenological approach, including its emphasis on formal 
qualities of experience and its questioning of standard assumptions about delusions as erro-
neous belief (the doxastic view or the “poor reality-testing” formula). 4 en we described the 
altered modalities of world-oriented and self-oriented experience that precede and ground 
delusions: the outer and inner  apophany  of “delusional mood” and ipseity-disturbance. We 
considered the classic question of the understandability or comprehensibility of schizo-
phrenic delusion and the related issue of wish-ful6 llment and rationalizing motives. We 
touched upon the crucial but mysterious and neglected issue of the reality-status of delu-
sions, with critical discussion of derealization, double bookkeeping, and double exposure. 
Finally we mentioned the rather di5 erent kinds of delusions characteristic of paranoid psy-
chosis, a5 ective psychoses, and monothematic organic conditions. We noted some uncer-
tainties about how these latter should be understood—uncertainties that suggest the need to 
expand phenomenological explorations beyond the domain of schizophrenia.  
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